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INTRODUCTION 

The structure of trabecular bone has a substantial influence on 

the strength of bones. Trabecular bone structure is affected by 

metabolic bone diseases such as osteoporosis leading to a 

reduction in structural quality. The associated reduction in 

bone competence is often investigated using micro-computed 

tomography (µCT)-based finite element (FE) models in which 

hexahedral elements represent the bone voxels in the µCT 

images. In order to capture the complex trabecular bone 

structure these FE models are necessarily large and require 

large amounts of CPU-time. 

 

Previously we proposed and validated beam-shell finite 

element models as a fast and accurately modeling technique 

for the quantification of trabecular bone stiffness [1].  

Compared to voxel-based finite element models these models 

allowed easy parametric analysis of the effect of local 

trabecular properties on bone elastic properties; furthermore, it 

provided an enormous reduction in CPU-time; This model was 

successfully used to study the influence of resorption cavities 

[2]. Given the reduction in CPU-time this technique would be 

especially interesting for non-linear FE analysis since such 

analyses using voxel-based models typically require very long 

CPU-times, if at all possible. The aim of this study was to test 

whether beam-shell finite element models can predict non-

linear simulations accurately.  

 

METHODS 

µCT-scans of 4 trabecular bone samples (4x4x4mm, 30µm 

voxel size) were randomly selected from the BIOMED I-study 

[3]; one sample was selected from each of the four 4 skeletal 

sites (calcaneus, femoral head, iliac crest, 4
th
 lumbar spine) 

present in the BIOMED-I study. The samples are covering a 

wide range of trabecular structures, and included extremely 

plate-like structures (femoral head) and very rod-like 

structures (spine).  

 

For each sample, a voxel-based FE model was created by 

converting each bone voxel into a hexahedron element [4]. 

Next, beam-shell models were constructed: through 

skeletonisation, classification and meshing, voxel-based 

models of trabecular bone samples were simplified into a 

construction of beam and shell elements. Based on these 

structural skeletons, FE meshes were constructed. Local 

structural properties of individual trabeculae were used to 

determine the geometric properties of the elements [1].  

 

For both models a uniaxial compression test up to 1% 

apparent strain was simulated using MSC Marc Mentat (MSC 

Software Corporation, Los Angeles, CA) on a high 

performance cluster (VIC3, K.U.Leuven). Samples were 

compressed in the superior-inferior direction, corresponding to 

the main loading direction in vivo. The bone tissue was 

assumed to be an isotropic nonlinear elastic-plastic material 

yielding at 0.8% (figure 1a). A Young’s modulus of 10 GPa 

was applied, which reduced to 5% of it’s stiffness after 

yielding. Simulation results (force-strain curves) and required 

CPU time were compared between the voxel-based model and 

the beam-shell models. The same stiffness correction factor as 

derived from the linear elastic validation study [1] was applied 

here.   

 

 
Figure 1: Nonlinear elastic-plastic material model with tissue 

yielding at 0.8% and post-yield modulus at 5% of initial 

modulus.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Force-strain graphs (Figure 1b) showed a very good 

correspondence between the voxel-based and the beam-shell 

model. Average CPU-time for the voxel-based models was 45 

times higher than for the beam-shell models.  



  

 
Figure 2: Force-strain curves for up to 1% apparent strain 

compression for randomly selected samples from four 

anatomical sites.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this proof-of-concept study we demonstrated that beam-

shell finite element models can be used to quantify non-linear 

mechanical properties of trabecular bone structures. Even  

more so, stiffness and strength estimates closely matched 

those of commonly used voxel-based FE model, while 

requiring only a fraction of the the compute time.  

 

Since beam-shell models are a simplification of the complex 

geometry and surface properties of trabecular bone, it is 

unlikely that local stress/strain characteristics can be modeled 

accurately in every detail. However, as our results showed, on 

an apparent scale the predictions corresponded well to the 

behavior of non-linear voxel-based models. Given the 

tremendous reduction in CPU-time reduction and the 

parametric nature of the models, this technique could 

potentially be used for fast sensitivity analyses assessing the 

effects of local trabecular properties on the global structural 

stiffness and strength of bone. 
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